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Abstract
The inverse Radon transform allows to obtain partonic double distributions from (extended)
generalized parton distributions. We express the extension of generalized parton distribu-
tions by their dual parts, generalized distribution amplitudes and study some aspects of
the filtered backprojection (inverse Radon transform). We also show that single integral
transforms, previously obtained in the context of wave function overlap representation, are
valid for generalized parton distributions that do not possess such a representation. Utilizing
Radyushkin‘s double distribution ansatz, we study and compare the numerical evaluation of
double distributions within the filtered backprojection and single integral transforms along
the imaginary and real axes.
Inverse Radon Transform, Generalized Parton Distributions, Generalized Distribution
Amplitudes, Double Distributions
1 Introduction
Generalized parton distributions (GPDs) were conceptually introduced in connection with the
partonic description of deeply virtual Compton scattering [1, 2, 3] and deeply virtual meson
production [4, 5]. In leading power w.r.t. the inverse photon virtuality these processes factorize in
a perturbatively calculable hard-scattering part and universal, i.e., process-independent, however,
conventionally defined GPDs [5, 6]. The broad interest on GPDs arises from the fact that they
encode non-perturbative dynamics of the constituents, i.e., partons in hadrons or even nuclei, on
the amplitude level. In fact their first Mellin moments are related to the spin problem of the
proton [7], to gravitational couplings of quarks and gluons [8, 9] and to the spatial distribution of
pressure as well as shear forces [10], recently, acquiring the interdisciplinary dimension [11].
Moreover, GPDs possess a probabilistic interpretation [12, 13], and might be represented as
an overlap of light-front wave functions [14, 15, 16]. Comprehensive reviews about GPDs, their
interpretation, and the phenomenology are given in Refs. [17, 18].
On the other hand, they are intricate functions that have to satisfy both polynomiality and
positivity [19] conditions. The former one is implemented in the so–called double distribution
representation [1, 20], which is nothing but a Radon transform, pointed out in Refs. [21, 22],
while the latter one is manifest in the wave function overlap representation. However, to our best
knowledge there is only one rather cumbersome representation, given by a four–fold integral, that
satisfy both conditions [23]. It is based on a certain parametrization of the double distribution
(DD).
The Radon transform combined with the dispersion relations implies [24, 25] also the “holo-
graphic” property of GPDs when all the relevant information (at the leading order) about the
GPDs in two-dimensional plane of partonic momentum fraction x and the skewness η is con-
tained at the line |x| = η and the subtraction constant, related to pressure [10] and used for its
experimental investigation [11].
In connection with the problem to have a GPD parametrization at hand that satisfy all theo-
retical constraints, one might employ the wave function overlap representation, which provides us
the GPD in the outer (DGLAP) region, |x| > η, and uses internal GPD duality [26, 27, 28, 29].
Thereby, one might also numerically utilize the inverse Radon transform in a discretized form to
obtain the DD, which is then used to calculate the full GPD [30, 31].
As we have seen DDs are equally important as GPDs. However, the inverse Radon transform
is considered as ill–posed, i.e., the DD is not a continuous function of the GPD. Only a few studies
of the inverse Radon transform are performed in the context of GPDs [32, 29, 30, 31].
The outline of the article is as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce the DD-representation and
represent the extension of the GPD in terms of generalized distribution amplitudes (GDAs). We
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discuss three different possibilities for the inverse Radon transform. In Sec. 3 we provide simple
analytic examples for the inverse Radon transform within two–dimensional Fourier transform,
filtered backprojection, and single integral transforms. In particular, this provides us some insights
into the filtered backprojection. Furthermore, we use the (extended) GPDs from Radyushkin‘s DD
ansatz [33] to study the fastness and robustness of the filtered backprojection and single integral
transforms along the imaginary axis as well as the real axis. Finally, in Sec. 4 we summarize
and give conclusions. One appendix is devoted to the (re)derivation of single integral inverse
transforms.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 GPDs as Radon transform
The DD representation of GPDs is for charge even GPDs H and E not uniquely defined. However,
by means of a ‘gauge’ transformation [21] one can always bring it into a ‘standard’ form
F (x, η, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dy
∫ 1−|y|
−1+|y|
dz δ(x− y − η z)f(y, z, t) +DF (x, η, t) , (1)
where the DD is symmetric in z, i.e., f(y, z, t) = f(y,−z, t). The Mellin moments w.r.t. x are
expressed by even polynomials in η. Thereby, the so-called D–term on the r.h.s. of (1) [34],
DF (x, η, t) = θ(1− |x/η|)sign(η)dF (x/η) , (2)
completes polynomiality. It is expressed by an antisymmetric function dF (x), i.e., dF (x) =
−dF (−x). From (1) and (2) follows that this D–term might be extracted in the limit
dF (x) = lim
η→∞
F (xη, η, t) for |x| ≤ 1 . (3)
Without loss of generality we consider in the following a GPD for which a possible D–term is
subtracted and the DD is restricted to non-negative y values. Such a GPD is given by a common
Radon transform
F (x, η, t)−DF (x, η, t)⇒ F (x, η, t) =
∫ 1
0
dy
∫ 1−y
−1+y
dz δ(x− y − η z)f(y, z, t) (4)
that has the compact DD–support 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 and |z| ≤ 1 − y. Thus, for |η| ≤ 1 the momentum
fraction is restricted to −η ≤ x ≤ 1 and the GPD,
F (x, η, t) = θ(x+ η)f(x, η, t) + θ(x− η)f(x,−η, t) , (5)
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Figure 1: GPD support and its extension for the building blocks f(x, η) (left) and f(x,−η) (right), where
⊕ and ⊖ denotes the pre–sign +1 and −1, respectively, of the extended functions.
can be expressed due to the function
f(x, η, t) =
1
η
∫ x+η
1+η
0
dy f(y, (x− y)/η, t) . (6)
This defining GPD function should vanish at x = −η, however, it is not necessarily analytic at
the point η = 0. Here and in the following η is considered to be positive.
The Radon transform (4) also ensures that the GPD can be uniquely extended in the whole
(x, η)-plane (a consequence of the fact that it is the Fourier transform of an entire analytic function
[1, 35], see Sec. 2.2.1). For |η| ≥ 1 we find the representation
F(x, η, t) = Θ(x, η) f(x, η, t) + Θ(x,−η) f(x,−η, t) , (7a)
where the support restriction
Θ(x, η) ≡ sign(1 + η)θ
(
x+ η
1 + η
)
θ
(
1− x
1 + η
)
(7b)
ensures that the polynomiality condition holds true for general η values.
The support of the extended GPD (7), shown in Fig. 1, can be explicitly written as
F(x, η, t) = θ(1 − x)θ(1 − |η|) [θ(x+ η)f(x, η, t) + θ(x− η)f(x,−η, t)] (8)
+θ(η − 1) [θ(1− x)θ(x+ η)f(x, η, t)− θ(x− 1)θ(η − x)f(x,−η, t)]
+θ(−η − 1) [θ(1− x)θ(x− η)f(x,−η, t)− θ(x− 1)θ(−η − x)f(x, η, t)] .
It contains for |η| ≤ 1 the GPD part and for |η| ≥ 1 two GDA parts, which are related by reflection
η → −η,
F(x, η, t) = θ(1− |η|)F (x, η, t) + θ(η − 1)
η
F(x/η, 1/η, t) +
θ(−η − 1)
η
F(x/η,−1/η, t), (9)
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where the GDA is defined as
F(x/η, 1/η, t) = η [θ(1− x)θ(x+ η)f(x, η, t)− θ(x− 1)θ(η − x)f(x,−η, t)] . (10)
Replacing x→ xη and utilizing an inversion η → 1/η the GDA part reads for positive η
F(x, η) =
1
η
[θ(η − x)θ(x+ 1)f(x/η, 1/η, t)− θ(1− x)θ(x− η)f(x/η,−1/η, t)] (11)
or with f(x, η) = 1/ηf(x/η, 1/η, t), i.e., also f(−x,−η) = −1/ηf(x/η,−1/η, t), we get
F(x, η) = θ(η − x)θ(x+ 1)f(x, η, t) + θ(1− x)θ(x− η)f(−x,−η, t) . (12)
The GPD continuity is ensured by the boundary condition f(x = −η, η, t) = 0, which corre-
sponds to vanishing of the GDA at the endpoints, i.e., F(x = ±1, η) = 0. Vanishing of the quark
GPD at x = 1, i.e., f(x = 1, η, t) = −f(x = 1,−η, t), ensures continuity of the GDA at x = η, i.e.,
f(x = η, η) = f(x = −η,−η). Note also the symmetry relations
F (x, η) = F (x,−η)⇔ F(x, η) = F(−x,−η) (13)
and that GPD and GDA are related to each other by reflection
F (x, η, t) =
1
η
F
(
x
η
,
1
η
, t
)
⇔ F(x, η, t) = 1
η
F
(
x
η
,
1
η
, t
)
, (14)
i.e., the extension of the GPD/GDA support is given by the GDA/GPD. Alternatively to the limit
procedure (3), the D–term might be obtained from the GDA
dF (x) = lim
η→0
ηF(x, η, t) = lim
η→0
η [θ(−x)f(x, η, t) + θ(x)f(−x,−η, t)] for |x| ≤ 1. (15)
2.2 Inverse Radon transforms
The inversion of the Radon transform (4) is an ill–posed procedure in the sense that the resulting
DD is not a continuous map of the GPD input. Two inversion procedures are well–known: inver-
sion by Fourier transform and the so–called filtered backprojection. In the latter case a Hilbert
transform together with the derivative of the GPD serves in the language of signal processing as
a filter. The backprojection is then done by a single integral transform w.r.t. η. It turns out that
if one works in the complex plane the filter is not needed and so only one integral remains, which
we show in Appendix A. This integral along the imaginary axis might be also rewritten as an
integral along the positive real axis, where the integrand is the imaginary part of the GPD in the
central region. We are not aware that such single integral transforms are known in general.
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2.2.1 Inversion by Fourier transform
To evaluate the DD-function from a GPD, we perform first an inverse Fourier transform, where
we can restrict ourselves to |η| < 1,
F−1[F ](κ, η, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dx e−iκxF (x, η, t) . (16)
This map provides us the inverse two–dimensional Fourier transform of the DD
F−1[F ](κ, η, t) = F−12 [f ](κ, ηκ, t) ≡
∫ 1
0
dy
∫ 1−y
−1+y
dz e−iκy−iκη zf(y, z, t) , (17)
which is an entire holomorphic function in both κ and η. Thus, we can remove in principle the
restriction on |η| ≤ 1 by analytic continuation (AC) w.r.t. η. The Fourier transform provides us
then the extended GPD
F(x, η, t) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ eiκxACF−1[F ](κ, η, t) . (18)
The first method to obtain the DD is a two dimensional Fourier transform,
f(y, z, t) =
1
4π2
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ eiκy+iλz F−1[F](κ, λ/κ, t) , (19)
of the inverse Fourier transform
F−1[F](κ, η, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx e−iκxF(x, η, t) (20)
of the extended GPD F or by means of analytic continuation F−1[F](κ, η, t) = ACF−1[F ](κ, η, t)
from the GPD itself.
2.2.2 Filtered backprojection formula
Plugging the inverse Fourier transform (20) into the DD representation (19) yields as a second
method for the inverse Radon transform the filtered backprojection formula
f(y, z, t) =
−1
2π2
∫ ∞
−∞
dη
∂
∂y
PV
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
x
F(x+ y + ηz, η, t) , (21)
where the uniquely extended GPD F is needed. Employing the support properties of the extended
GPD (8) and its symmetry w.r.t. η, we can write the inverse Radon transform after a shift of the
x–integration variable, x→ x− y − ηz, as
f(y, z, t) =
∫ ∞
0
dη f(y, z, t|η) , (22)
f(y, z, t|η) = −1
2π2
∂
∂y
[
PV
∫ 1
−η
dx
2(x− y)
(x− y)2 − η2z2 f(x, η, t) + PV
∫ 1
η
dx
2(x− y)
(x− y)2 − η2z2 f(x,−η, t)
]
,
(23)
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where we used the common rules for integrals, e.g., sign(1 − η) ∫ η
1
dx · · · = ∫ 1
η
dx · · · for η > 1.
Furthermore, decomposing the η-integral into the two regions [0, 1] and [1,∞] and performing in
the latter an inversion η → 1/η yields finally a two–component representation
f(y, z, t) =
∫ 1
0
dη f(y, z, t|η) , f(y, z, t|η) = fGPD(y, z, t|η) + fGDA(y, z, t|η) , (24)
fGPD(y, z, t|η) = −1
2π2
∂
∂y
PV
∫ 1
−η
dx
2(x− y)
(x− y)2 − η2z2 F (x, η, t) , (25)
fGDA(y, z, t|η) = −1
2π2
∂
∂ηy
PV
∫ 1
−1
dx
2(x− ηy)
(x− ηy)2 − z2 F(x, η, t) , (26)
where the GPD and GDA contributions are separated. Note that the inversion formula
fGDA(y, z, t|η) = 1/η2f(y, z, t|1/η) (27)
holds true, where f(y, z, t|η) might be considered as extension of fGPD(y, z, t|η) into the region
η > 1.
In the case that the GPD/GDA is continuous on the cross-over line, we can utilize partial
integration to express the derivation w.r.t. y and ηy as one w.r.t. x. Hence, the function (24) can
be written as
f(y, z, t) =
∫ 1
0
dη f(y, z, t|η) , (28)
f(y, z, t|η) = −1
2π2
PV
∫ 1
−η
dx
[
2(x− y)
(x− y)2 − η2z2 f
′(x, η, t)− 2(x+ ηy)
(x+ ηy)2 − z2 f
′(−x, η, t)
]
,
+
−1
2π2
PV
∫ 1
η
dx
[
2(x− y)
(x− y)2 − η2z2 f
′(x,−η, t)− 2(x− ηy)
(x− ηy)2 − z2 f
′(−x,−η, t)
]
,
where f′(x, η, t) = ∂f(x, η, t)/∂x and f ′(x, η, t) = ∂f(x, η, t)/∂x. Note that we have mapped the
GDA integral over the interval [−1, η] to an integral over the interval [−η, 1].
2.2.3 Single integral inversion formulae
Based on the light–front wave function overlap representation, it has been shown that for the
Radon transform (4), i.e., we have to set in all corresponding formulae of Ref. [29] the formal spin
parameter s = 0, the DD can be restored from the GPD F out(x, η, t) = f(x, η, t) + f(x,−η, t) in
the outer region by a single integral transformation in the complex plane,
f(y, z, t) =
−1
2πi
∂
∂y
∫ i∞
−i∞
dr
1− y + z
(1 + z + rz)2
F out
(
y + rz
1 + z + rz
,
r − (1 + r)y
1 + z + rz
, t
)
, (29)
within the support |z| ≤ 1− y and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1− y. This novel formula is rederived in Appendix A
for a general GPD that not necessarily possess a wave function overlap representation.
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Assuming that the integrand in (29) has for 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 − y and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 only a cut on the
real positive axis and vanishes at infinity, we can close the integration path by surrounding the
first and forth quadrant of the complex r–plane and pick so up the discontinuity on the positive
real axis. After a variable transformation η = r−(1+r)y
1+z+rz
the result reads
f(y, z, t) =
−1
π
∂
∂y
∫ 1−y
z
y
1−z
dηℑmF out(y + ηz, η, t) , (30)
where the imaginary part, ℑmF out(x, η) = 1
2
[F out(x, η + iǫ)− F out(x, η − iǫ)], is antisymmetric
in η and appears in the central region x ≤ |η|. The (x, η) arguments of the GPD run from the
cross-over line (y/(1 − z), y/(1 − z)) to (1, (1 − y)/z). Note that we have in (30) neglected the
integral region η ∈ [− y
1+z
, y
1−z
] that belongs to the outer region in which the imaginary part is
absent.
3 Analytic and numerical examples
3.1 Elementary example
Let us first consider a simple example, in which the GPD/GDA is build from the function
f(x, η) =
1
η
x+ η
1 + η
or f(x, η) ≡ 1
η
f
(
x
η
,
1
η
)
=
1 + x
1 + η
(31)
and they read explicitly
F (x, η) = θ(x+ η)
1
η
x+ η
1 + η
− θ(x− η)1
η
x− η
1 − η (32)
F(x, η) = θ(η − x)1 + x
1 + η
+ θ(x− η)1− x
1− η . (33)
The GPD vanishes at the boundary x = −η and x = 1, hence, it is as the GDA continuous.
Furthermore, a possible D–term contribution is absent.
Let us first find the DD by means of the Fourier transformed GPD (16), valid within the
restriction |η| ≤ 1. The result
F−1[F ](κ, η) =
e−iκ − eiηκ
η(1 + η)κ2
− e
−iκ − e−iηκ
η(1− η)κ2 . (34)
is holomorphic in η and reads after analytic continuation within the variable λ = ηκ as following
F−12 [f ](κ, λ) = F
−1[F](κ, λ/κ) =
e−iκ − eiλ
λ(κ+ λ)
− e
−iκ − e−iλ
(κ− λ)λ . (35)
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Finally, the two-dimensional Fourier transform (19) provides us the DD
f(y, z) = 1 (36)
within the support |z| ≤ 1− y and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.
As second method we consider the filtered backprojection. The differentiation of the extended
GPD F w.r.t. x does not induce boundary terms. Hence, we can utilize formula (24) with
f′(x, η) =
1
η
1
1 + η
and f ′(x, η) =
1
1 + η
. (37)
We find for the GPD contribution
fGPD(y, z|η) = −1
π2
 ln
∣∣∣ (1−y)2−z2η2(η+y)2−z2η2 ∣∣∣
η(1 + η)
−
ln
∣∣∣ (1−y)2−z2η2(η−y)2−z2η2 ∣∣∣
η(1− η)
 (38)
and for the GDA contribution
fGDA(y, z|η) = −1
π2
 ln
∣∣∣ η2(1−y)2−z2(1+ηy)2−z2 ∣∣∣
1 + η
+
ln
∣∣∣η2(1−y)2−z2(1−ηy)2−z2 ∣∣∣
1− η
 . (39)
Both functions are related by inversion (27) and possess only logarithmical singularities. They are
located at
η ∈
{
± y
1 + z
,± y
1− z ,±
z
1− y ,±
1− z
y
,±1 + z
y
}
, (40)
which are only relevant if they lie in the interval η ∈ [0, 1]. In the left panel of Fig. 2 we display
the functions (38) (dash-dotted) and (39) (dashed) and their net result (solid) for y = 0.1 and
z = 0.5 versus η. The logarithmical singularities at y
1+z
= 0.066, y
1−z
= 0.2, and z
1−y
= 0.55 are
clearly visible.
The integration over η requires some care and the result can be put into the form
fGPD(y, z) = θ(y/(1− y))θ((1− y)2 − z2)− fGDA(y, z) , (41)
fGDA(y, z) =
θ((1− y)2 − z2)
4
− 1
2π2
ℜe
[
1
2
ln2
1− y − z
1− y + z + Li2
( −2y
1− y − z
)
+ Li2
( −2y
1− y + z
)]
.
(42)
Clearly, both functions possess logarithmical addenda, which are singular at z = ±(1 − y) and
have support in the whole (y, z)–plane. In the net result they cancel each other and we recover
the result (36). This is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 2.
Finally, let us employ the single integral inversion formulae (29) and (30) of Sec. 2.2.3, where
F out(x, η) = 2(1− x)/(1− η2). Inserting
∂
∂y
1− y + z
(1 + z + rz)2
F out
(
y + rz
1 + z + rz
,
r − (1 + r)y
1 + z + rz
, t
)
= − 2
(1 + r)(1 + y + z − r(1− y − z)) (43)
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Figure 2: Left: The function f(y, z|η) (solid) and its GPD (dash–dotted) as well as GDA (dashed)
components for y = 0.1 and z = 0.5 versus η. Right: The resulting DD f(y, z) (solid), its GPD (dash–
dotted) and GDA (dashed) components for y = 0.1 versus z.
into the inversion formula (29), closing the integration path by surrounding the first and forth
quadrant, and utilizing Cauchy theorem immediately yields f(y, z) = 1. Alternatively, we can
take the inversion formula (30), where
−1
π
∂
∂x
ℑmF out(x, η + iǫ) = δ(1− η)− δ(1 + η). (44)
Since of support restrictions, only the term that is concentrated in η = 1 contributes to the integral
on the r.h.s. of (30). Hence, we recover the already known result f(y, z) = 1.
3.2 Photon GPD H˜
Let us now consider the quark helicity flip GPD H˜ and the corresponding GDA for the photon,
perturbatively calculated in LO accuracy of the QCD coupling constant at some renormalization
point [36, 37]. Neglecting some overall factor, the defining functions read
h˜(x, η) =
x+ η
2η
− 1
η
x+ η
1 + η
⇔ h˜(x, η) = 1 + x
2η
− 1 + x
1 + η
. (45)
They are represented in such a manner that the boundary conditions H˜(η,−η) = 0 and H˜(±1, η) =
0 are satisfied. The first terms on the r.h.s. of these correspondences, denoted as
δh˜(x, η) =
x+ η
2η
⇔ δh˜(x, η) = 1 + x
2η
, (46)
yield a constant GPD in the outer region δh˜(x, η) + δh˜(x,−η) = 1 and, consequently, it does not
vanish at x = 1. Furthermore, its x–dependent part belongs to an artificial D–term contribution
d(x) =
x
2
− 1
2
sign(x), (47)
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calculated within the limiting procedure (3) or (15). It lives in the central region and vanishes at
the end-points, i.e., d(x = ±1) = 0. Since the full photon GPD H˜(+)(x, η) = H˜(x, η) + H˜(−x, η)
is symmetric in x, this D–term does not contribute in the physical sector.
To perform the inverse Radon transform of δH˜(x, η), the D–term must be subtracted from the
GPD, yielding a constant contribution that has the support x ∈ [0, 1]
δH˜(x, η) = θ(x)θ(1 − x) . (48)
Clearly, its inverse Fourier transform (16) is independent on η, i.e., the two–dimensional Fourier
transform (19) immediately provides us that the DD δh˜(y, z) = δ(z) is concentrated in z = 0.
In the filtered backprojection (21) the derivative w.r.t. x yields two δ-functions ∂δH˜(x, η)/∂x =
δ(x)− δ(1− x). Hence, this projection takes the form
δh˜(y, z) =
∫ ∞
0
dη δh˜(y, z|η) , δh˜(y, z|η) = 1
2π2
[
y
y2 − η2z2 +
1− y
(1− y)2 − η2z2
]
, (49)
which gives
δh˜(y, z) =
sign(y) + sign(1− y)
2π2
∫ ∞
0
dη
1
1− η2z2 = θ(y(1− y))δ(z), (50)
where the integral represents π2δ(z).
This result follows also from the single integral formula (29). For a constant GPD we imme-
diately read off the integral
δh˜(y, z) =
1
2πi
∫ i∞
−i∞
dr
1
(1 + z + rz)2
for 0 ≤ z ≤ 1− y (51)
which represents the correct answer δ(z)/2. Symmetrization w.r.t. z → −z gives us again δ(z).
Note that in the dissipative inversion formula (30) this term is absent, since our assumption that
the integral vanish at r →∞ does not hold true for z = 0.
The second term on the r.h.s. of the correspondences (45) has been already treated in the
previous section and leads to a constant DD −1. Finally, we can cast the DD h˜(y, z) into the form
h˜(y, z) = δ(z)− 1. (52)
3.3 Photon GPD H
Let us now consider the quark helicity conserved GPD H and the corresponding GDA for the
photon, independently calculated in [36] and [37], respectively,
h(x, η) =
x+ η
2η
− x
η
x+ η
1 + η
⇔ h(x, η) = 1 + x
2η
− x
η
1 + x
1 + η
. (53)
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Taking off the factor x and x/η in the second term on the r.h.s. of these correspondences provides
with the results (36), (47), and (52) from the two previous sections the following DD representation
H(x, η) =
∫ 1
0
dy
∫ 1−y
−1+y
dz δ(x− y − η z) [h(y, z) + ηz δh(y, z)] + θ(η2 − x2)d(x/η) (54)
with h(y, z) = δ(z) − y, δh(y, z) = −1, and d(x) = x/2 − sign(x)/2. One might now employ a
‘gauge’ transformation
h(y, z)→ h(y, z)− ∂
∂z
z
∫ 1−|z|
y
dw δh(w, z) , d(x)→ d(x)− x
∫ 1−|x|
0
dw δh(w, x) (55)
to bring this Radon transform (54) into the standard form (4). Evaluating the integrals yields the
final result
h(y, z) = 1− 2y − 2|z|+ δ(z) and d(x) = −x
2
(1− 2|x|)− 1
2
sign(x) . (56)
Alternatively, we might employ the filtered backprojection (24). The regular DD part arises
from the second term on the r.h.s. of the correspondences (53),
hreg(x, η) = −x
η
x+ η
1 + η
⇔ hreg(x, η) = −x
η
1 + x
1 + η
, (57)
where the corresponding D–term contribution, given in terms of
dreg(x) = −x(1− |x|) , (58)
must be subtracted. Tactically, we consider in the following the full photon GPD Hreg(x, η)
[DD hreg(y, z)] that is antisymmetrized in x [y]. After integration over x, the GPD and GDA
contributions are rather lengthy and they can be written as
hregGPD(y, z|η) =
− 1
2π2
{
1
1− η2
(
4(y + zη) ln
∣∣∣∣ 1− (y + zη)2η2 − (y + zη)2
∣∣∣∣− 2 ln ∣∣∣∣(1− y − zη)(η + y + zη)(1 + y + zη)(η − y − zη)
∣∣∣∣)−
4
η2
(y + zη) ln
∣∣∣∣η2 − (y + zη)2(y + zη)2
∣∣∣∣+ 2η(1 + η) ln
∣∣∣∣η − y − zηη + y + zη
∣∣∣∣+ {η → −η}} (59)
and
hregGDA(y, z|η) =
− 1
2π2
{
η
1− η2
(
4(yη + z) ln
∣∣∣∣ 1− (yη + z)2η2 − (yη + z)2
∣∣∣∣− 2 ln ∣∣∣∣(1− yη − z)(η + yη + z)(1 + yη + z)(η − yη − z)
∣∣∣∣) −
4
η
(yη + z) ln
∣∣∣∣η2 − (yη + z)2(yη + z)2
∣∣∣∣+ 21 + η ln
∣∣∣∣η − (yη + z)η + yη + z
∣∣∣∣+ {η → −η}} . (60)
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Figure 3: The functions hregGPD(y, z) (dashed), h
reg
GDA(y, z) (dotted), and the net result h
reg(y, z) (solid)
for z = 0.3 versus y.
Note that they satisfy the inversion formula (27) and that they contain logarithmical singularities,
which are integrable. Subsequent integration over η gives the regular part hreg = hregGPD + h
reg
GDA:
hreg(y, z) = (1− 2|y| − 2|z|)sign(y)θ((1− |y|)2 − z2)θ(1− |y|)
hregGDA(y, z) = h
reg(y, z)− hregGPD(y, z), (61)
where hregGPD(y, z) is a cumbersome function, which is given in appendix B. The functions h
reg
GPD(y, z)
(dashed), hregGDA(y, z) (dotted) and the net result h
reg(y, z) (solid) are shown in Fig. 3 for z = 0.3
versus y. As before in our elementary example, see Sec. 3.1, the GPD and GDA components
possess no support restriction, while the DD hreg(y, z) has the well–known support restriction,
given by a rhombus |z| ≤ 1 − |y| and |y| ≤ 1. In addition, the GPD and GDA components are
now finite at the boundary y = ±(1−|z|), however, they are discontinuous, compare with Fig. 2.
Let us finally mention that the DD h(y, z) can be also straightforwardly obtained by means of
Fourier transform, see Sec. 2.2.1, or by means of single integral inversion formulae, see Sec. 2.2.3.
In particular, the transform (29), which requires the analytic continuation of the GPD H(x, η) in
the outer region, can be trivially performed by utilizing Cauchy theorem, which immediately leads
to the result of h(y, z), given in (56). The corresponding D–term contribution might be obtained
by the limiting procedure (3) or (15) and its negative sign [32] is compatible with stability of a
virtual quark cloud in the photon.
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3.4 Robustness of inverse Radon transforms
To study the robustness of the various versions of inverse Radon transforms let us consider the
RDDA for the DD-function at t = 0 [33],
f(y, z) =
Γ(2− α + β)
Γ(1− α)Γ(1 + β) y
−α(1− y)β−1 Γ
(
3
2
+ b
)
Γ
(
1
2
)
Γ(1 + b)
[
1− z
2
(1− y)2
]b
. (62)
Here, Γ(2−α+β)
Γ(1−α)Γ(1+β)
y−α(1− y)β is the parton distribution function, which lowest x–moment is nor-
malized to one. In particular, an integer b value allows us to express the GPD in terms of rational
functions and an incomplete B–function,
B(z, α, β) =
∫ z
0
dt tα−1(1− t)β−1. (63)
Moreover, for integer β values the defining GPD function reduces to a rational function, e.g., for
β = 3
f(x, η|α, β = 3, b = 1) = 4− α
4η3
(
(1− x)(2− α)η + η2 − x)(x+ η
1 + η
)2−α
. (64)
This defining function has besides poles at η = 0 a discontinuity for x+η
1+η
≤ 0 while for our choice
of integer β a possible cut for x+η
1+η
≥ 1 is absent.
The elementary GPD, which we considered in Sec. 3.1, follows from the RDDA by setting
α = 0, β = 1, and b = 0. It is worth to mention that it possesses an overlap representation,
f(x, η) + f(x,−η) ∝ 1
1− x
1− x
1 + η
1− x
1− η (65)
which saturates in the outer region x ≥ η the positivity bound [38]
|F (x, η, t)| ≤
√
F
(
x+ η
1 + η
, η = 0, t = 0
)
F
(
x− η
1− η , η = 0, t = 0
)
/(1− η2). (66)
For a generic proton GPD, where we set in the following α = 1/2, β = 3.3, and b = 1, this
positivity bound is violated. Hence, such a GPD possesses no overlap-representation and, thus, it
is not separable in the variables xi = x+η
1+η
and xf = x−η
1−η
.
In what follows we study the robustness and fastness of the numerics for the inverse Radon
transform by utilizing the elementary (α = 0, β = 1, and b = 0) and generic proton (α = 1/2,
β = 3.3, and b = 1) GPDs. We compare three numerical methods for the inverse Radon transform:
• Filtered backprojection in the version of (28).
• Single integral transform in the complex plane (29).
• Single dissipative integral transform (30).
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Figure 4: The absolute error |fnum(y, z) − f(y, z)| of the numerically evaluated filtered backprojection
(28) from the analytic form of the DD (62) for y = 0.1 (solid), y = 0.5 (dash-dotted), and y = 0.9
(dashed) versus z. Left: Elementary example α = 0, β = 1, and b = 0. Right: Generic proton GPD
α = 1/2, β = 3.3, and b = 1.
3.4.1 Filtered backprojection
We explore now the filtered backprojection, by means of formula (28), where the GPD f and GDA
f building blocks are given in analytic form. We calculated numerically the DD and compared
it with its analytic form (62) of the DD. The principal value integrals are performed with a
subtraction procedure, where the subtracted term is analytically evaluated. The pole terms in f
at η = 0, cf. equation (64), cancel each other, however, their numerical evaluation requires some
care. Thus, we cut–out the region η ∈ [0, η0] and choose η0 = 10−4. The numerical integrations
are done with the standard MATHEMATICA routine within a precision of 10−16 and requiring an
accuracy of 10−4 in the final result. In the left and right panel of Fig. 4 we display the absolute
error, |fnum(y, z)− f(y, z)|, of the numerical and analytical (exact) result for the elementary GPD
example, see Sec. 3.1, by taking α = 0, β = 1, and b = 0 and for generic proton GPD parameters
α = 1/2, β = 3.3, and b = 1, respectively. As one realizes the elementary example is numerically
more challenging than the generic proton one. In the former case, the error is rather noisy and
can increases to the 10−2 level, while in the latter case the error is on the 10−4 level or even below.
The reason for these rather different numerical features is the behavior of the DD at the
boundary z = ±(1− y). In the left panel of Fig. 5 we plot the corresponding DD f(y, z|η) (solid)
and its GPD (dash-dotted) as well as its GDA (dashed) component for y = 0.1 and z = 0.5.
Compared to our elementary example, shown in Fig. 2, the logarithmical singularities are washed
out. In the right panel, where we show the resulting DD (solid) and its components, we also
realize that the singularities at the boundary z = ±(1 − y) disappear in the GPD (dash-dotted)
and GDA (dashed) components.
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Figure 6: The absolute error |fnum(y, z)− f(y, z)| of the numerically evaluated single integral transform
(29) from the analytic form of the DD for y = 0.1 (solid), y = 0.5 (dash-dotted), and y = 0.9 (dashed)
versus z. Left: Elementary GPD example (α = 0, β = 1, and b = 0). Right: Generic proton GPD
(α = 1/2, β = 3.3, and b = 1).
3.4.2 Single integral transform in the complex plane
For the test of the single integral transform (29) within the RDDA, the working precision for the
evaluation of the integral was again taken to be 10−16. The results are plotted in Fig. 6 and as
one realizes the absolute error in both cases, the elementary example and the generic proton GPD
is around 10−9 or even below this value. Compared to the filtered backprojection, displayed in
Fig. 4, this is an improvement by at least five orders of magnitude. We checked that an increase
of the working precision decreases the error. It is clear that the evaluation of a single integral is
much faster than the filtered backprojection. Requiring an accuracy of 10−4 the single integral
transform is compared to the filtered backprojection in our implementation roughly a factor 50
faster.
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We also checked that for a selection of non-integer α, β, and b parameters the original DD
is reproduced within a numerical accuracy of 10−9. Thereby, the extension of the GPD in the
complex plane was evaluated numerically by means of the parameter integral
F out(x, η, t) =
2(1− x)
1− η2
∫ 1
0
dw f
(
x+ η
1 + η
w +
x− η
1− η (1− w),
1− x
1− η2 (1 + η − 2w), t
)
, (67)
which straightforwardly follows from the integral representation (6) of the defining function f. Due
to the double integral the numerics is rather slow, however, remains very accurate.
3.4.3 Single dissipative integral transform
It is also possible to employ the dissipative integral transform (30), however, as we have seen
in our elementary example in Sec. 3.1 it might contain numerically non-integrable singularities
in form of generalized mathematical functions, e.g., Dirac‘s δ-function. This is also the case for
RDDA where the singularities have a |1 − η|α−β form. Such generalized mathematical functions
with β−α > 1 can be integrated by analytic regularization [39]. Note that for integer β−α these
generalized mathematical function provide derivatives of the δ-function. Knowing the analytic
form of the imaginary part, we can define a regularized function, e.g., for the b = 0 case, it takes
the form
ℑmF out(x, η, t) = θ(1− η)(1− η)α−βℑmF reg− (x, η, t) + θ(η − 1)(η − 1)α−βℑmF reg+ (x, η, t) . (68)
The DD reads then as follows
f(y, z) =
−1
π
∫ 1
y
1−z
dη
[
1
1− η
](n)
+
ℑmF ′reg− (y + ηz, η) +
−1
π
∫ 1−y
z
1
dη
[
1
η − 1
](n)
+
ℑmF ′reg+ (y + ηz, η)
+
−1
π
n∑
m=0
(−1)m (1−y−z
1−z
)1+m+α−β ℑmF ′reg(m)− (y + z, 1)
(1 +m+ α− β)m!
+
−1
π
n∑
m=0
(
1−y−z
z
)1+m+α−β ℑmF ′reg(m)+ (y + z, 1)
(1 +m+ α− β)m! , (69)
where n = [β − α− 1] is the integer part of β − α− 1, the +–definition, acting on a test function
f(η), is defined as [
1
1− η
](n)
+
f(η) = f(η)−
n∑
m=0
(η − 1)m 1
m!
dmf(η)
dηm
∣∣∣
η=1
. (70)
The complexity of such formulae increases with growing (integer) b–parameter. Since we do
not have analytic expressions for non-integer b–parameter at hand, this dissipative method cannot
be applied in such a case. Compared to the single integral transform (29), the dissipative based
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Figure 7: RDDA for α = 1/2, β = 3.3, and b = 0, multiplied with
√
y, versus y and z as a result of the
single integral transform in the complex r–plane (left) and along the real η–axis (right).
method might be faster, however, it is numerically challenging in the vicinity of z = 0 and z = 1−y.
This is illustrated for α = 1/2, β = 3.3, and b = 0 case in Fig. 7, where the numerical noise at the
boundary and in the vicinity of z = 0 is clearly visible, see right panel. Requiring an accuracy of
10−3, the evaluation time for the 3D plots is 38 s and 15 s with an Intel core i7 processor @ 2.4
GHz.
4 Summary
In this article, we considered various forms of the inverse Radon transform, which provides the
DD from a given (extended) GPD. We gave both analytical and numerical examples.
For the filtered backprojection, which is a two–dimensional integral transform, on needs the
extension of the GPD according to its support properties, which is an unique procedure. This
extension can be achieved in terms of the GDA, which follows from crossing. Knowing the defining
GPD function f(x, η, t) the GPD as well as the GDA can be obtained. The exact inversion equation
has been derived in terms of the defining function and applied to the photon leading order GPD
as an analytic example and, numerically, to the RDDA model.
Notably the perturbative photon GPDs contain a D–term contribution and a piece that is
entirely given by a skewless function, having the support x ∈ [0, 1]. The later one corresponds
to a δ(z) singularity in the DD. Such a contribution is easily obtained in an analytic treatment,
however, might be missed numerically. In the physical sector the D–term vanishes for the quark
helicity flip GPD H˜, as it must be. For the quark helicity conserved GPD H the odd moments of
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the D–term (56) are negative.
Adopting a previous result, which was derived by means of the wave function overlap represen-
tation, we showed that the inverse Radon transform could be also given in terms of single integrals
along the imaginary axis or along the positive real axis. Here the analytic continuation of the GPD
from the outer region into the complex plane, respectively, in the central region is needed, where
in the latter case the imaginary part is essential. We stress that such an imaginary part arises
only due to the analytic continuation and disappears if one takes the GPD support properties into
account. We exemplified that these results also hold for GPDs that violate positivity bounds, i.e.,
do not possess an overlap representation.
Compared to the filtered backprojection, the single integral transforms allow for a simpler
analytical treatment and an much faster numerical one. In the dissipative inversion formula one
has to deal with generalized functions that require the use of analytical regularization. It can
only be applied if the imaginary part of the GPD F out is known in analytic form. In particular,
the integral transform along the imaginary is straightforward to handle and it is both fast and
numerically accurate.
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A Derivation of single integral transform
The result (29) can be easily adopted also for GPDs that do not possess a wave function overlap
representation. In analogy to the derivation in Sect. 3 of Ref. [29] we represent the GPD in the
outer region as a two–fold Laplace transform of a function Φ(λi, λf , t),
F out(x, η, t) = F (x ≥ η, η, t) = 1
1− x
∫ ∞
0
dλi
∫ ∞
0
dλfe
− λ
i
1−xi
− λ
f
1−xf Φ(λi, λf , t), (71)
where xi = (x + η)/(1 + η) and xf = (x − η)/(1 − η) are the momentum fractions of the struck
parton in the initial and final state. Plugging in the identity
∫∞
0
dλδ(λ− λi − λf) = 1 and due to
variable substitutions,
λi =
1− x− z(1− η)
2(1− y) λ , λ
f =
1− x+ z(1 + η)
2(1− y) λ , (72)
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the representation (71) can be converted into the DD representation (4). In particular, we have
θ(λi)θ(λf)
1− x δ(λ− λ
i − λf)dλidλf = θ
(
yiλ
1− y
)
θ
(
yfλ
1− y
)
λSign(1− y)
2(1− y)2 δ(x− y − zη)dydz (73)
with yi = (1−y−z)/2 and yf = (1−y+z)/2 as well as e− λ
i
1−xi
− λ
f
1−xf = e−λ/(1−y), which provides us
after rescaling of λ→ λ(1−y) the radon transform (4), where the DD has the support |z| ≤ (1−y)
and reads as follows
f(y, z, t) =
θ(yi)θ(yf)
2
∫ ∞
0
dλ λ e−λΦ(yiλ, yfλ, t). (74)
In this equation we insert the two–dimensional inverse Laplace transform of (1 − x)F out(x, η, t),
see (71),
Φ(yiλ, yfλ, t) =
1
(2πi)2
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dridrf ey
iλri+yfλrf
2F out
(
rf+ri−2
rf+ri
, r
i−rf
rf+ri
, t
)
rf + ri
, (75)
which provides us after a shift of the integration variables ri,f → ri,f + 1 and performing the
integration over λ
f(y, z, t) =
θ(yi)θ(yf)
2(2πi)2
∂
∂y
∫ i∞
−i∞
dri
∫ i∞
−i∞
drf
4F out
(
ri+rf
2+ri+rf
, r
i−rf
2+ri+rf
, t
)
(2 + ri + rf)2(yiri + yfrf − y) . (76)
Here we assumed that F out
(
ri+rf
2+ri+rf
, r
i−rf
2+ri+rf
, t
)
/(2 + ri + rf)2 has only singularities on the l.h.s. of
the integration paths. Furthermore, if it vanishes in the limit rf →∞, we can close the integration
path w.r.t. rf–integration by surrounding the first and fourth quadrant and pick so up the pole at
rf = (y−yiri)/yf , which yields (29). Note that the pole contribution does not contribute for y < 0.
Consequently, we have recovered the support of the DD, given by |z| ≤ 1− y and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.
B Result for hregGPD(y, z)
hregGPD(y, z) = −
1
4π2
ℜe
[{
(1 + 2y)
(
ln2
1 + y − z
1 + y + z
− ln2 −1 + y − z
1 + y + z
)
+ 4Li2
(
2− 2z
1 + y − z
)
−
{
y
z
→ −y−z
}}
(77)
+
{
4zLi2
(
2 + 2z
1 + y + z
)
− 4zLi2
(
2z
1 + y + z
)
− 4(1 + 2z)Li2
(
1 + z
y
)
+ 8zLi2
(
z
y
)
+ 8(1 + y + z) ln(1 + y + z)− 8(y + z) ln(y + z)
+
{
y
z
→ y−z
}
−
{
y
z
→ −y
z
}
−
{
y
z
→ −y−z
}}]
.
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